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Abstract
We present a comparative analysis of relative
clauses in Hindi and Arabic in the tradition
of the Paninian Grammar Framework (Bharati
et al., 1996b) which leads to deriving a common logical form for equivalent sentences. Parallels are drawn between the Hindi co-relative
construction and resumptive pronouns in Arabic. The analysis arises from the development
of lexicalised dependency grammars for Hindi
and Arabic that have application for machine
translation.
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Introduction

(Kruijﬀ, 2002) notes that Dependency Grammar has its roots in Panini’s grammar of Sanskrit (350/250 BC) and also the work of early
Arabic grammarians (Kitab al-Usul of Ibn alSarraj, d. 928). Among the recent activities in
Dependency Grammar, (Bharati et al., 1996b)
have established a computational approach to
Indian languages which they call the Paninian
Grammar Framework (PGF).
Bharati et. al. (ibid) suggest that PGF is extensible to other languages, including ﬁxed word
order languages such as English. In considering
a Machine Translation system for Hindi-Arabic,
and given the availability of a PGF-style parser
for Hindi (Pedersen, 2001), we have sought to
establish the suitability of PGF for Arabic.
In the following sections we will brieﬂy describe the general PGF-inspired parsing framework, and then contrast the analysis of Hindi
and Arabic relative clauses within this framework. In particular, we examine parallels between the Hindi co-relative construction and resumptive pronouns in Arabic, and demonstrate
how a common logical interpretation can be
given to syntactic variations of relative clauses
in both languages.
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Dependency Grammar in The
Paninian Grammar Framework

2.1 Background
The modern formulation of Dependency Structure is frequently attributed to (Tesnière, 1959).
It is interesting to note that among contemporary proponents of dependency structure,
there are those, such as (Hudson, 1984), who
maintain a general principle of projectivity for
their dependency structures, and devise additional means of coping with discontinuity when
it arises. Others, such as (Mel’c̆uk, 1988),
(Bharati et al., 1996b) and (Covington, 1990)
allow non-projective dependency structures and
rely upon a separate means of linearisation.
Most recently, (Debusmann and Duchier, 2003)
have presented a new formulation of dependency grammar which generalises multi-stratal
approaches to an n-dimensional formalism of interacting dependency graphs.
The Paninian Grammar Framework proposed
by (Bharati et al., 1996b) is particularly aimed
at treating heavily inﬂected free word order
languages such as Hindi and other Indian languages. Like Hindi, Arabic is heavily inﬂected
with overt case marking of nouns, noun-verb
agreement, as well as incorporation of pronominals into verb forms. Although Arabic has a
word order (VSO) that is more ﬁxed compared
to Hindi (canonically SOV but with signiﬁcant
word order freedom), there is also signiﬁcant
word order variation found in nominal and topicalised sentences, thus making alternate word
orders such as SVO quite common.
2.2 The Paninian Grammar Framework
PGF has two levels of representation that mediate between an utterance and its meaning: the
vibhakti level and the karaka level. Figure 1
shows the relationship between the levels of representation in Paninian Grammar.
Let us take the surface level of of Figure 1
to represent the level of tokenised and morpho-

Semantic Level
Karaka Level
Vibhakti Level
Surface Level

Figure 1: Levels of representation in PGF

be equated to the agent theta role, is more precisely deﬁned as “the most independent of all
participants” (Bharati et al., 1996b, p. 187).
The karta relation can equally be applied to
the subject of all of the following sentences, although karta should not be confused with the
purely syntactic role of subject:
(1) (a) Mohan opened the lock.
(b) The key opened the lock.
(c) The lock opened.

logically analysed input to a syntactic-semantic
parsing process. Vibhakti is a Sanskrit grammatical term that encompasses postpositionals
and case endings for nouns, as well as inﬂection and auxiliaries for verbs. The vibhakti level
groups words together according to explicit case
endings and other inﬂectional markers. Vibhakti word groups are necessarily contiguous
and typically have a ﬁxed word order, but vibhakti groups can generally appear in any order without aﬀecting the karaka relations which
connect them.
The karaka level serves to relate the lexical elements of a sentence according to their syntactic
functions, as derivable from their vibhakti. In
terms of more familiar linguistic theory, we can
generally equate the vibhakti level with morphotactics and the karaka level with syntacticosemantic functions (e.g. theta relations). The
semantic level shown in ﬁgure 1 is indicative of a
purely semantic representation or logical form,
the details of which are beyond the scope of this
paper.
Panini recognises six type of karaka relations
(Kiparsky and Staal, 1969):
• karta (agent)
• karma (patient)
• karan (instrument)
• sampradan (recipient)
• apaadaan (point of departure, or cause)
• adhikaran (locality)
It is important to note that karaka relations diﬀer from typical theta relations in that
they tend to have more ﬂuid deﬁnitions rather
than ﬁxed syntactico-semantic roles. For instance, the karta relation, which may generally

Karaka relations under consideration here are
karta, as described, and karma, the principle
goal of the karta (roughly, patient). Karaka
relations do not map exactly on to the typical semantic relation categories common in contemporary Western linguistic theory, largely because of the diﬀering conceptions of semantic
roles underpinning Paninian logical form1 .
A further diﬀerence between karaka relations
and typical theta roles is that, traditionally, vibhakti is the primary means of identifying which
karaka relations may apply2 . This characteristic lends itself well to heavily inﬂected languages with free word order. A simple default karaka chart (adapted from (Bharati et al.,
1996b)) showing the mapping between vibhakti
and karaka is given in Table 1.
Karaka
karta
karma

Vibhakti
NOM (∅)
num & gen agr.
ACC (ko or ∅)

Presence
mandatory
mandatory

Table 1: Default Karaka chart
PGF elegantly handles active-passive transformations and compound sentences through a
system of karaka transformations, which change
the default vibhakti required by a diﬀerently
conjugated verb for a given karaka. If we were
to use the passive form of khaataa - khayaa , the
vibhakti required for the karta karaka becomes
ne, as illustrated in (2).
1
Paninian semantics makes use of the Indian systems
of philosophy and logic. Among these, Navya Nyaya
logic was of particular significance. For more detail on
Navya Nyaya, see (Ingalls, 1951) and (Matilal, 1968).
2
Panini’s grammar of Sanskrit asserted that every
karaka relation in an utterance must have a phonetic realisation (Bharati et al., 1996b, p. 187), rather than via
an intermediate syntactic role or sentential position. In
this sense, there is a tighter binding between karaka relations and the surface-level syntax than would normally
be seen in a typical theta role analysis.

Despite its orientation toward inﬂected languages, some work has been done on generalising the notion of vibhakti to include linear position where this has syntactic signiﬁcance (Bharati et al., 1996a). The generalisation of vibhakti to account for word order essentially introduces a facility analogous to topological ﬁelds (as found in Topological Dependency
Grammar (Duchier and Debusmann, 2001) and
DACHS (Bröker, 1998)) to PGF. It is important to note however that these word order constraints are treated in the same way as other
vibhakti (morphological constraints), and do
not use a separate representation. In this sense,
PGF does not attempt to separate linear precedence from immediate dominance at a formal
level.
In the following sections we explore how both
morphology and word order constraints in Arabic can be captured through a mapping of vibhakti to karaka relations.
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Relative Clauses in Hindi and
Arabic

To brieﬂy summarise salient features of Hindi
and Arabic:
• Hindi word order is relatively free
• Arabic word order is more ﬁxed, but topicalisation and nominal sentence forms effectively license signiﬁcant permutations in
word order
• both have complex morphology, but
• most case marking in Hindi uses both inﬂection and post positions
• whereas Arabic generally uses inﬂection
only
3.1 Data
In comparing relative clauses, let us consider
the data shown in (2) and (3)3 . The sentences
given are intended to represent the same semantic content, but give diﬀerent emphases through
3

In 3(a) and (c), the resumptive pronouns -hu and
-ha are glossed as -3.M and -3.F, meaning third person
pronoun masculine and third person pronoun feminine,
respectively. Throughout the examples, gender marking
on verbs indicates agreement with the relevant argument.

topicalisation4 . It should be noted that some
utterances, such as 2(b), would only be used in
speciﬁc context and don’t represent the normal
speech pattern. Nevertheless all are considered
to be grammatical by native speakers and follow in the same pattern as data presented by
(Dwivedi, 1994).
3.2 PGF analysis
The immediately observable diﬀerence between
the Hindi and Arabic is that the Hindi data permits topicalisation primarily through changes in
word order and a limited number of changes in
vibhakti. The syntactic structure of 2(b) and
(c) are isomorphous modulo word order. In
2(a), machli is internal to the relative clause,
and hence vo is pronominal rather than demonstrative. This requires two changes at the vibhakti level: khayi thi agrees in gender with the
explicitly present female object, rather than the
male subject, because of the ergative construction5 ; and because of its position as a syntactic object, the ergative marking on machli is
dropped.
In contrast, topicalisation in Arabic requires
a variety of diﬀerent syntactic constructions and
associated changes in vibhakti, since the word
order is not as free. In 3(a) we ﬁnd the equivalent Arabic sentence to 2(a) preposes the subject of the main verb, which is a permissible
variation on the standard VSO word order.
However in 3(b), the sentence must be reconstructed to allow Zayd to occupy a topic position. We can neither extract Zayd from the
relative clause, nor have the relative clause as
the topic, as it appears in 2(b). Therefore, Zaydun akala al-samakah becomes the main clause
of the sentence.
For the ﬁnal topicalisation, Arabic takes on
the nominal sentence form, in which there is
no main verb. Instead, al-d.ifda acts as the
predicate, to which nested relative clauses are
attached. Analyses for the Hindi and Arabic
samples are shown in 4(a)-(c) and 5(a)-(c) respectively.
For the purposes of this analysis, we bor4
For the purposes of this paper we use the term topicalisation broadly to refer to the phenomenon of lexical
“movement” to a sentence initial position without distinguishing between various types of such movement, such
as those discussed by (Gambhir, 1981), (Dwivedi, 1994)
and (Butt and Holloway-King, 1997).
5
In the other example sentences, the agreement reverts to the default male gender, since the direct object
has been extracted.

(2)

(a) jo
machli Zayd ne
khayi thi
vo
maindek ko khayaa tha
REL ﬁsh.F Zayd-ERG eat-PAST.F CO-REL frog.M-ACC eat-PAST.M
The fish that was eaten by Zayd had eaten a frog.
(b) jo
Zayd ne
khayaa tha
vo
machli ne
maindek ko khayaa tha
REL Zayd-ERG eat-PAST.M CO-REL ﬁsh.F-ERG frog.M-ACC eat-PAST.M
The ﬁsh that was eaten by Zayd had eaten a frog.
(c) maindek ko vo
machli ne
khayaa tha
jo
Zayd ne
khayaa tha
frog.M-ACC CO-REL ﬁsh.F-ERG eat-PAST.M REL Zayd-ERG eat-PAST.M
The ﬁsh that was eaten by Zayd had eaten a frog.

(3)

(a) al-samakah allaty akala-hā Zayd-un
akalat al-d.ifda
DEF-ﬁsh.F REL.F ate.M-3.F Zayd-NOM ate.F DEF-frog.M
The fish that was eaten by Zayd, had eaten a frog.
(b) Zayd-un
akala al-samakah allaty akalat al-d.ifda
Zayd-NOM ate.M DEF-ﬁsh.F REL.F ate.F DEF-frog.M
Zayd ate the ﬁsh that had eaten the frog.
(c) al-d.ifda
alladhy akalat-hu al-samakah allaty akala-hā Zayd-un
DEF-frog.M REL.M ate.F-3.M DEf-ﬁsh.F REL.F ate.M-3.F Zayd-NOM
The frog had been eaten by the ﬁsh that Zayd ate.

row the term avachchedak (limiter) from Navya
Nyaya logic to express the relationship between
the relative clause and the noun being modiﬁed, which is the avachchinna - “the limited”.
From a PGF perspective, the data is explained
as follows.
3.3 Discussion
3.3.1 Hindi Analysis
In Hindi, ergative marking of the subject is required by the yaa form of the verb, as shown earlier, except in the case of pronominal vo which is
not explicitly marked with ne. The subject for
both clauses is thus clearly identiﬁed (either it
is marked with ne or it is the pronominal vo). If
word order were completely free, both the main
verb and the complement would be candidate
heads for the ergatively marked verbs. For 2(a)
and 2(b), the co-relative vo introduces a projectivity constraint which removes the ambiguity.
In 2(a), the pronominal co-relative vo takes the
place of the object of the relative clause machli.
In 2(b), the object of the relative clause is absent (the typical constituency analysis would
say that it leaves a trace), but is marked by the
demonstrative co-relative vo in the main clause,
establishing the connection to the relativiser jo.
Both of these represent the left-adjoined form
of the relative clause.
The relationship between the relativiser jo
and the co-relative vo is implicit, since the direct
relationship between jo and the modiﬁed noun
merely marks the noun, in the case of 2(a), as

the avachchinna - the item limited by the relative clause. In practical terms, the presence
of an argument marked as avachchinna is propagated up to the head of the relative clause,
marking it as the avachchedak limiter, meaning
that the verb cannot take anything other than
the co-relative vo as its head. This analysis is in
keeping with the requirement that jo must have
a matching vo in the sentence.
The same analysis applies when the modiﬁed noun is not explicitly present in the relative
clause. In this case, jo still signiﬁes the presence
of an avachchinna argument, but it is pronominal, and the property of being avachchinna is
conferred upon the modiﬁed noun by vo. In
this way, there is a pleasing symmetry between
vo and jo in that when they depend on a noun,
they act as demonstratives, marking the noun
as avachchinna, and when appearing independently, they act as pronouns in place of the
avachchinna noun.
In 2(c), we have the right adjoined form of the
relative clause. Additionally, the typical SOV
word order of the main clause has been altered
to OSV through topicalising the object, maindek. The co-relative vo continues to assert a
projectivity constraint on the relative clause.
A further constraint on right-adjoined relative clauses is that they may not contain the
explicit subject. This constraint is enforced via
the karaka relation between the avachchedakmarked verb and the pronominal co-relative vo6
6

The demonstrative co-relative vo marks an explicit

(5) (a)
(4) (a)
'akalat
Karta

kaya tha
Karta
vo

'al-samakah

Karma

'al-difda'

Rel

maindek ko

Avachchedak

allaty

kaya thi
Karma

Karma

Avachchedak

Karta

'akala
machli

Zayd ne

Karma

Karta

Rel

-ha

Zaydun

jo

(b)

(b)

'akala
kaya tha
Karta

Karta

Karma

Karma

Zaydun
machli

'al-samakah

maindek ko

Rel
CoRel

allaty

vo

Avachchedak

Avachchedak

'akalat

kaya thi
Karma
jo

Karta

Karta
Zayd ne

'al-difda'

(c)

(c)
'al-difda

kaya tha
Karma
maindek ko

Rel

Karta

alladhy

machli

CoRel

Avachchedak

vo

'akalat
Avachchedak

Karma

Karta

kaya thi

-hu
Karma

'al-samakah

Karta

Rel
jo

Zayd ne

allaty
Avachchedak
'akala
Karma
-ha

requiring jo to always precede vo7 , thus ensuring that the pronominal vo never precedes its
referent.
noun, while the pronominal vo does not, and hence we
treat these separate lexical entries.
7
This is an example of a generalisation of the karaka
chart to include word order constraints.

Karta
Zaydun

3.3.2 Arabic Analysis
To account for the Arabic data, we ﬁrst must establish the relevant vibhakti to karaka mapping.
The syntactic role of inﬂection in Arabic is well
deﬁned (cf. (Fischer, 2002)), and the relevant
rules (for the examples under consideration) can

be summarised as follows:
• Nominative case: (-un or -u) marks the
subject
• Verbs agree in number and gender with the
subject
• Where a verbal argument is absent, a
pronominal aﬃx (e.g. -hā) is attached to
the verb, which will agree in number and
gender with the missing item.
• Relativisers (e.g. allaty) agree in gender
with the noun being modiﬁed.
Given that the karta relation does not necessarily require an explicit subject, in absence of
explicit marking of the subject, the relationship
can still be derived from gender agreement8 .
Furthermore, the subject will always precede
the object. In the sense that vibhakti can be
generalised to include word order (Bharati et
al., 1996a), we may also include this condition
as part of the karaka chart (see Table 2). As
in Hindi, the relativisers impose projectivity on
their dependents.
Karaka
karta

karma

Vibhakti
(NOM (-uN/-u)
or gen agr).
and precedes object
(if present)
ACC (-aN/-a)

Presence
mandatory

optional

Table 2: Default Karaka chart for Arabic
This set of rules is suﬃcient to account for
the grammaticality of the data given here, but
does not account for the semantic relationship
between the three sentences. In this respect,
the karaka relations have so far only illustrated
their connection to the purely syntactic level of
analysis. While we do not wish to regress to
some kind of transformational account of the
surface forms, it is desirable to illustrate that
the karaka relations provide suﬃcient abstraction to permit the formulation of a common semantic representation.
One way to approach this is to argue that
relativisers ‘mediate’ the appropriate karaka relation from the complement to the noun being modiﬁed. This is essentially a process of
unifying the embedded resumptive pronoun in
8

This is also true in Hindi.

the complement with the relevant external argument. To make this more explicit, we have separated the resumptive pronoun from the complement in the PGF analysis and shown the karaka
relation that exists between them.
Thus in 3(a), allaty mediates a karma relation
between al-samakah and akala-hā. In 3(c), this
connection is repeated in the relative clause, and
alladhy mediates a karma relationship between
al-d.ifda and akalat-hu. In 3(b), there is no explicit resumptive pronoun, since this feature is
only used for a missing object. Instead, gender
and number agreement between al-samakah and
akalat means that the karta relationship is obtained via allaty. This mediation of karaka relations is illustrated by a typical feature structure
uniﬁcation diagram shown in (6).
Even though the feature structures diﬀer in
terms of argument structure, they can be given
an equivalent semantic interpretation in terms
of lambda abstraction:
• We
can
represent
6(a)
ate(Zayd, λx[fish (x) ∧ ate(x,frog)]

as:

• Likewise,
6(b) is represented

ate(λx[fish (x) ∧ (Zayd, x)],frog)

by:

• Both of these can be reduced to:
λx[fish (x) ∧ ate(Zayd, x) ∧ ate(x,frog)]
• 6(c) merely asserts an additional variable,
λy[ate(Zayd, λx[fish (x)∧ate(x,frog (y))])],
which can be factored out, since it is the
identity function of frog, thus leaving 6(c)
with the same interpretation as 6(a).
The same mediation process can be applied to
the Hindi data, using the same argument. Here,
the relative and (pronominal) co-relative guide
the uniﬁcation. The karaka relation between the
(pronominal) relativiser jo and the avachchedak
verb is mapped onto the avachchinna noun
marked by vo or directly onto the pronominal
co-relative vo, as the case may be. In this sense,
the pronominal relative or co-relative operates
in the same was the resumptive pronouns in
Arabic.
After uniﬁcation, all three Hindi sentences
share the same feature structure, shown in 7,
and hence further analysis to demonstrate their
semantic equivalence is not needed.

(6)

(a) 
PRED





KARTA





KARMA
(b)


PRED

KARMA






KARMA



akalaKARTAKARMA

PRED
samakah



PRED

AVACHCH 
KARTA

KARMA


PRED d.ifda
akalaKARTAKARMA


PRED Zayd

PRED
samakah


PRED
AVACHCH

KARMA

KARMA
[d.ifda]

(c) 
PRED








AVACHCH






(7)
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(a) 
PRED





KARTA





KARMA






akalaKARTAKARMA 




[Zayd]



[samakah]











akalaKARTAKARMA 


[samakah]


d.ifdaAVACHCH

PRED
akalaKARTAKARMA



PRED
samakah





PRED

KARTA 
AVACHCH 
KARTA





KARMA




KARMA PRED d.ifda

kayaKARTAKARMA

PRED
machli



PRED

AVACHCH 
KARTA


KARMA


PRED maindek

Conclusions and Future Work

We have sketched an application of the Paninian
Grammar Framework to Arabic, and outlined
an approach to deriving a common logical form
for equivalent sentences in Hindi and Arabic. In
particular, the PGF analysis given here highlights the similarity of resumptive pronoun aﬃx
in Arabic to the co-relative in Hindi.
This is a ﬁrst step toward developing comprehensive Paninian dependency grammars of
Arabic and Hindi, with a view to applying the
grammars to machine translation. Further development of the grammar is necessary before it











akalaKARTAKARMA 


[Zayd]



[samakah]









kayaKARTAKARMA 



[Zayd]



[machli]



is clear that PGF is capable of handling all the
requirements of a MT system. In particular, the
suitability of PGF for generation needs to be explored, particularly with respect to generating
appropriate word orders in the target language.
In terms of on-going development of PGF as a
theory for computational linguistics, (Bharati et
al., 1996b) and (Pedersen, 2001) have compared
PGF to Lexical Functional Grammar (Bresnan
and Kaplan, 1982) and Lexicalised Tree Adjoining Grammar (Joshi, 1987) with encouraging
results. However a systematic comparison of
PGF to more recent dependency grammar formalisms, such as DACHS and TDG, has not yet

been done. Given the strong parallels with recent work in these formalisms (cf. (Kruijﬀ and
Duchier, 2003)), such an investigation is now
essential.
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